VACANCY
Global Swine Reproduction Specialist
Location: Netherlands (Europe) | Fulltime | International travel up to 30% | Per January 1, 2022

Topigs Norsvin is a global leader in swine genetics and is renowned for its innovative approach in
implementing new technologies and its continuous focus on cost-efficient pig production. Our focus on
innovative breeding means we achieve higher genetic progress each year. This creates extra added
value and new possibilities for our partners. Our genetic improvement is based on two major
cornerstones: sustainability and efficiency.
Thanks to our local presence, we know individual needs and circumstances. A team of local and global
support specialists advise and help partners. This enables producers to capture the full potential of
Topigs Norsvin genetics which makes Topigs Norsvin the natural first choice for long-term partnerships.
We take pride in working together with our partners to find new solutions and to help their business
thrive.
Position within the organization:
- Be part of the Global AIM Services team understanding the needs and wishes of our partners. Global
AIM Services is one of the five teams within the Global Technical Services department and focuses
on Artificial Insemination Management (AIM).
- Reports functionally to the Manager Global AIM Services.
- Based in the Netherlands (alternative locations within Europe can be discussed).
- Responsible for reproduction services inside the assigned region.
- Collaborate intensively with the departments Research & Development, Global Nutrition Services
and (international) daughter companies
- Participate in key account teams for global customers.
Key deliveries:
- Setup and execute plans to improve fertility performance at nucleus, multiplication and customer
farms.
- Provide second line reproduction support to our local subsidiaries, distributors and global
customers.
- Support the development and implementation of new protocols, tools and products.
- Contribute from a market perspective to the reproduction and fertility research platform.
Activities:
- Visit and provide support to existing clients and prospects.
- Setup and execute improvement plans to improve fertility performance at farms.
- Develop training programs for new and existing partners following the “train-the-trainer” approach.
- Support development and implementation of new techniques and tools.
- Keeping your knowledge and network around reproduction (technologies) up to date.
Requirements:
MSc or PhD degree in Animal or Veterinary Sciences or comparable study.
Knowledge of reproductive physiology in swine (practical experience is a plus).
Strong analytical skills.
Excellent oral and written English (Dutch, German or Spanish is a plus). Ability to work in an
international setting and to work in a fast-paced, dynamic environment.
Important competences are planning and organization, market and customer orientation, problem
analysis, self-organization, oral communication, adaptability and quality orientation.
Up to 30% international travelling to local subsidiaries, distributor and key customers.

VACANCY
Application:
For more information, please contact Raúl Gonzalez, Manager Global AIM Services on telephone
number +34 636 798 632 or via raul.gonzalez@topigsnorsvin.com. You can send your motivation
including resume to hrm@topigsnorsvin.com.

